Mobile-IR Portable FT-IR Spectrometer
Each chemical substance has its own
infrared signature, just like a finger print.
With the new Mobile-IR, it is easy to rapidly
identify unknown chemicals, even under
rough conditions.
Identification of unknown
chemical substances
Easy to use
No sample preparation
Results in seconds
Rugged design
Wireless operation

Innovation with Integrity

Material Identification Anywhere!
The Mobile-IR is a self-contained, rugged
mobile infrared spectrometer for identification
of unknown substances. Unlike other portable
instruments, Bruker’s Mobile-IR offers
benchtop FT-IR performance, providing
wider spectral coverage and higher spectral
resolution. The Mobile-IR is available as a
powders and liquids analyzer or a dedicated
liquid analyzer. Its embedded computer with
large touchscreen display makes operation
easy, even under extreme conditions.
OPUS/Mentor software guides the users in
every step of the analysis, and rapidly identifies
the unknowns from the built-in library.
Additional libraries can easily be added.

Safety & Security

FT-IR Spectroscopy

Industrial and environmental
protection.

Crime scene investigation,
forensics and homeland defense.

HAZMAT and Emergency
response

Specifications
Sampling

Easy to clean single reflection diamond ATR.
Alternative configuration: Liquid flow through cell.

Environmental Features

The system complies IP 67 standards to allow it to pass through
the decon line.

Operating Range

Operating temperature ranges from -5 to 40°C.
Humidity ranges from 0 to 100%.

PC/Controller

Embedded PC system with touchscreen (finger or stylus control)
Optional external PC with Ethernet or wireless connection. USB support for external data storage. Optional touch pad and keyboard (USB).

User Interface

Bruker OPUS/Mentor software, with easy and intuitive user interface
guides the operator through all the steps of an analysis.

Wireless capability

Up to 54 Mbps, high-speed transfer rate with automatic fallback,
802.11g compliant.

Power

Internal battery, four hours of portable power operation;
extended mobile operation from vehicle 12-volt source.

Charge power

100 - 240VCA, 50 - 60Hz, 20 W; optional 12V, 24V

Spectral range

500 - 6000cm -1

Optical resolution

1cm -1

Weight

13kg (28 lbs)

Dimensions

41(w) x 34(d) x 18(h) cm (16”x12”x7”)

Each chemical substance has its
own infrared signature, just like
a finger print. Fourier Transform
Infrared (FT-IR) Spectroscopy is
widely used for the analysis of both
organic and inorganic materials. This
non-destructive technique requires
only a small amount of sample for
analysis. Unknown substance may
be identified by comparison with
library reference spectra. Moreover,
the ATR (attenuated total reflection)
sampling technique eliminates sample preparation, offers easy and fast
sampling of liquids and solids.
Bruker is the leading manufacturer
and worldwide supplier of FT-IR/
NIR and Raman spectrometers.
It offers the world’s most comprehensive FTIR product line that
includes routine to research
grade FT-IR spectrometers; from
the world’s smallest to the highest resolution spectrometers for
various quality control and research
applications.
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